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Introduction
Although the look and feel of the new OpenQuant 2014 resembles the look and feel of the OpenQuant
application you are used to work with, there are many architectural and conceptual differences.

What’s new?
The framework has been re-designed and re-programmed from scratch. There can be many frameworks
running in parallel within one application on the same computer. The framework (API) is open to the
end user. You can use it to create your own trading applications in Microsoft Visual Studio.
A new architecture based on the event bus concept is the core of the new framework. This new
architecture allows us to efficiently utilize multithreading, caching, balance workload and construct
distributed trading applications.
You can control the event flow in the EventManager component. You can start, stop, pause or step to
the next event with specific type. You can also set breakpoints in order to pause the event flow at
specific points in time.
Simulation speed has been increased dramatically. Parallel strategy optimization can now be done in
several ways, either by running several isolated framework instances simultaneously or by distributing
simulator events to several frameworks connected via event bus.
Thanks to the event bus and event pipes concept, dynamic market data subscriptions during simulations
are possible now. This was not possible before. This feature open doors to a large subset of strategies,
such as automatic futures rollovers, option chains, dynamic portfolio allocation and rebalancing, etc.

Multiple providers are supported. Providers call strategy event handlers from the same thread. Actually
all strategy event handlers are called from the same thread now and this resolves a great number of
conflicts that OpenQuant users had before, especially in the real time mode or while using/developing
their own custom providers.
Framework clock can rely on computer hardware and trigger timers (remainders) with nanosecond
precision.
Data base engine has been rewritten from scratch. Multiple clients accessing data file on the local host
or via network are now supported through the data file server service (QuantFileServer). Insert and
delete operations are much faster now. The data engine can store any named objects, such as
instruments or portfolios, which are stored now in the data file instead of slow MS Access database.
Thanks to the QuantFileServer, several OpenQuant applications can be launched simultaneously on the
same computer under the same user account.
News and Fundamentals can be used in strategy simulations.
Execution layer has been rewritten from scratch. Instead of slow FIX messages the new OpenQuant uses
fast and compact execution messages, which have a set of standard predefined fields, but can also have
a set of user defined fields. This significantly speeds up simulations and minimizes memory
consumption, so that now OpenQuant is able to simulate millions of orders in pretty reasonable time.
Execution messages are two-way messages now (from and to a broker). They are either execution
commands or execution reports, so that it’s possible now to keep and track the entire step by step
execution history associated with an order.
Hierarchies of strategies and portfolios become possible. A strategy can have child strategies and a
portfolio can have a parent portfolio. There is no need for a special metastaregy class any longer – every
strategy can be a metastrategy and you can build trees of strategies of different types. For example this
means that now it’s possible to see not only aggregated, but also per instrument portfolio and
performance statistics for OpenQuant InstrumentStrategy.
StrategyManager operating in the persistent mode allows storing execution messages and portfolio tree
configuration during strategy run and restoring portfolio composition during strategy restart.
OpenQuant 2014 solutions are normal Microsoft Visual Studio solutions, which can be opened,
compiled, debugged and executed in Visual Studio.
There are several strategy types built into framework. Strategies derived from the base Strategy class
receive events for all instruments, while InstrumentStrategy creates an instance per instrument
internally. ComponentStrategy works with Signals propagating through a set of strategy components
such as DataComponent, AlphaComponent, RiskComponent, PositionComponent, ExecutionComponent,
ReportComponent.
New class of Sell Side Strategies allows to support truly synthetic instruments (pairs, spreads, baskets,
etc.), which are seen as normal instruments to the rest of framework and to Buy Side Strategies; to
implement a variety of broker side strategies, such as algorithmic orders, automatic rollovers, etc.
A completely new strategy logging and monitoring system has been designed and developed.

Now let’s walk through a standard sequence of strategy backtesting steps to see what’s new in the
OpenQuant IDE.

Installing
OpenQuant applications installs in the standard Program Files (x86)\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014
folder. The data files (data.quant and instruments.quant) can be found in your
AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\data folder, configuration files are in the
corresponding folders in the AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014, and the demo
solutions can be found in your Documents\OpenQuant 2014\Solutions folder. Note that there is no MS
Access instrument.sdf file holding instrument definition database. OpenQuant 2014 uses the new data
file that allows storing any kind of objects, such as instruments, orders or even strategy states.

Reinstalling
Since OpenQuant 2014 is an early beta, which we update quite frequently, it’s a good idea to perform
“clean” uninstall before installing a new version. OpenQuant installer doesn’t override user files such as
data files, configuration files or strategy files. Thus you may miss important changes in those files if you
don’t remove them manually.
In order to perform “clean” uninstall, you should uninstall OpenQuant selecting Uninstall in windows
start menu,

and then manually remove files from your AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\ and
your Documents\OpenQuant 2014\Solutions\ folders . Indeed you can leave or backup files that you
need. For example you don’t need to delete your own strategies if you need them, but if you want to
update demo strategies, you need to delete corresponding files.
Then you can install a new version of OpenQuant 2014 as discussed in the previous chapter.

Launching
After a splash screen showing application launch progress

you should see OpenQuant 2014 IDE with familiar window layout and with the Start Page showing a list
of recently opened solutions. When you start OpenQuant 2014 for the first time, the Start Page shows a
list of demo solutions.

Configuring
A GUI configuration window is still under development at the moment of writing this document, but you
can always configure SmartQuant framework and OpenQuant application by editing configuration.xml
file that can be found in your AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\config folder.
Note that OpenQuant installs this file when you run OpenQuant application for the first time (as well as
demo solutions and GUI settings), so that you should run OpenQuant at least once to be able to find this
file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<Configuration xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<IsInstrumentFileLocal>true</IsInstrumentFileLocal>
<InstrumentFileHost>127.0.0.1</InstrumentFileHost>
<InstrumentFilePort>1000</InstrumentFilePort>
<InstrumentFileName>C:\Users\Anton\AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant
2014\data\instruments</InstrumentFileName>
<IsDataFileLocal>true</IsDataFileLocal>
<DataFileHost>127.0.0.1</DataFileHost>
<DataFilePort>1000</DataFilePort>
<DataFileName>C:\Users\Anton\AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant
2014\data\data</DataFileName>
<DefaultCurrency>USD</DefaultCurrency>
<DefaultExchange>SMART</DefaultExchange>
</Configuration>

Data access settings are particularly interesting for us and we are going to discuss these settings in this
and next chapters.
As we saw in the previous chapter, OpenQuant setup installs instrument definition and market data files
into AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\data folder. These files are
instruments.quant and data.quant. If you want to change location(s) of these files, you can move them
to another place on your computer and then edit <InstrumentFileName> and <DataFileName> entries in
the configuration file to reflect this relocation.
Note that you don’t need to type .quant extension in the instrument.quant and data.quant file names in
the configuration file.
Note that OpenQuant application should be closed when you edit the configuration file, otherwise you
changes will be overridden with the current OpenQuant configuration settings when you close
OpenQuant.
<IsInstrumentFileLocal>false</IsInstrumentFileLocal> and <IsDataFileLocal>false</IsInstrumentFileLocal> are two

pretty interesting settings. Their names suggest that your instrument and data files can reside on
another computer and you can access them via the network. Thanks to the new architecture of the
DataFile and to QuantFileServer application, multiple instances of SmartQuant framework and multiple
OpenQuant applications can simultaneously access remote data files.
In order to tell OpenQuant to connect to QuantFileServer and use data files on a remote computer, you
should change <IsInstrumentFileLocal>true</IsInstrumentFileLocal> and <IsDataFileLocal>true</IsDataFileLocal>
to false and set QuantFileServer host in <InstrumentFileHost>127.0.0.1</InstrumentFileHost> and
<DataFileHost>127.0.0.1</DataFileHost>.

Running QuantFileServer
The QuantFileServer is a new server side application included in the OpenQuant 2014 installation. You
can find a shortcut to this application in the OpenQuant 2014 folder in Windows 7 Start menu or
somewhere between fresh bricks if you are running Windows 8.1.
QuantFileServer provides a mechanism similar to network file sharing, so that many clients can access a
file remotely at the same time. Although QuantFileServer itself is thread safe and supports multiple

concurrent read and write operations on the same physical file, it would lead to meaningless results if
several clients modify internal structure of the same DataFile. Thus QuantFileServer supports one writer
many readers model working with DataFile.
Note that QuantFileServer is not a replacement for QuantBase. QuantFileServer works quite well within
a scenario where multiple clients read from the same static DataFile, but if one client writes to the
DataFile, there is no way for other clients to see these changes until writing client flushes DataFile and
other reading clients refresh (actually reopen) this DataFile.
When you start QuantFileServer application, you should see a console window looking somewhat like
this one below

The file server starts on port 1000 and it looks up data files in your AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant
Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\data directory by default (actually the same directory where OpenQuant data files
are initially installed).
If you now edit SmartQuant framework configuration file as discussed in the previous chapter and
change IsInstrumentFileLocal and IsDataFileLocal to false and set InstrumentFileHost and DataFileHost
to connect to 127.0.0.1 (localhost, i.e. the same computer), and run OpenQuant 2014, you should see
connection log messages in the QuantFileServer window.

The OpenQuant IDE should start up normally and show you the usual set of demo instruments in the
Instrument Window and the same data series for these instruments in the Data Manager window. All
demo strategies should run the same way as if you work with local data files.
Indeed you can run the QuantFileServer on a remote computer and change InstrumentFileHost and
DataFileHost in the configuration file on your local computer to connect to remote computer. Moreover
you can have instrument data on one remote or local computer and data files on another remote
computer.
Thanks to the new DataFile and QuantFileServer architecture, working with data on a remote computer
is quite fast. Indeed everything depends on your network connection quality and speed if you access a
remote computer on internet on local network, but just to get a benchmark, you can run SMACrossover
demo example with local files and then change configuration settings to access files via QuantFileServer
on the localhost. You should observe less than 10% simulation speed difference, i.e. around 2 millions
events per second with local files and around 1.8 million events per second with QuantFileServer on
localhost.
Note that we are planning to make the QuantFileServer a windows service, so that there will be no need
to start it manually, but we think it’s a good idea to have it as a normal console application while
OpenQuant 2014 is still in the bets testing phase. It’s better for testing, error reporting and debugging.
You can add QuantFileServer to the list of Windows startup programs if you don’t want to launch it
manually. The QuantFileServer application doesn’t consume any CPU resources while waiting for a client
connection.

Running several OpenQuant applications on the same computer
In the previous chapter we saw that QuantFileServer technology shows quite a good performance.
Particularly we saw almost no difference and loss of performance working with local data files or
accessing data files via QuantFileServer.

Together with the fact that QuantFileServer can serve several clients, this makes it possible to run
several independent OpenQuant 2014 applications on the same computer box (localhost) with the same
data files. This was not possible with previous version of OpenQuant.
In order to do so, you need to run QuantFileServer and change the configuration file to connect to
localhost (127.0.0.1) as discussed in the previous chapter. Then you can start two ot more copies of
OpenQuant 2014.

If you are fast enough (and your computer is slow enough), you can try to quickly start simulations in
two OpenQuants and you will see that they actually work and process the same data files in parallel.
The QuantFileServer window should show you two clients connected to the server.

Using DataFile to store objects of custom classes
The new DataFile allows storing single objects as well as series of objects (DataSeries). For example
OpenQuant 2014 utilizes new DataFile functionality to store Instrument objects.
The DataFile is an object oriented database, which uses the concept of object streamers in order to
write and read object information to and from the DataFile.
Nearly any object class of SmartQuant framework comes with accompanying streamer class. Users
should develop streamers for objects of their own custom classes and register those streamers with
DataFile in order to be able to store their object in the DataFile.

Opening a demo solution
Click on the SMACrossover link in the Start Page. You should see SMACrossover solution in the Solution
Explorer window. The title of OpenQuant 2014 application will change to OpenQuant – SMACrossover.

Exploring solution structure
Here one of the main conceptual changes comes. Expand Backtest and MyStrategy nodes in the Solution
Explorer to see SMACrossover solution structure

OpenQuant 2014 solution is a normal Microsoft Visual Studio solution consisting of several normal
Visual Studio projects. There are two projects in the SMACrossover solution: Backtest project, which is
marked as startup project, and MyStrategy project.
There are two very important new concepts here. 1) When you backtest, optimize or trade a strategy in
OpenQuant 2014, you build and execute a normal standalone application. 2) You can open, compile and
run OpenQuant 2014 solution directly in MS Visual Studio.

Framework.Current is a static property of the Framework class that is set to the current instance of the
framework. A new instance of the framework is created if you call this property and there has been no
framework instance created yet. This way you can use this code snippet in the OpenQuant application,

where a framework instance is created when the OpenQuant application starts, or in your standalone
code, where a new instance of the Framework class is created when you call Framework.Current.
Note that you can create many framework instances within the same application or within OpenQuant
2014 solution. This is one of the major new features in OpenQunt 2014, which comes with many
benefits. For example you may have an optimization scenario where you create several instances of the
framework and run a strategy with different parameter sets in parallel on several computer cores.
This feature leads to a noticeable change in the object organization. You will see that nearly every
object, such as scenario or strategy, takes a reference to a framework object as a parameter.

Building strategy project
Click build in the main OpenQuant menu to build a solution.

You should see either success messages in the output window

or build failed message in the output window and a list of errors in the Error List window if something
goes wrong

You can double click on an error message in the Error List window to navigate to the corresponding code
line in the editor window.

Backtesting a strategy
Check that you have Backtest project selected as the startup project. If this is not the case, right click on
the project name in the Solution Explorer and select Set as Startup Project in the popup menu

Click on the Run button in the main OpenQuant menu

You can also press F5 hot key to run a project.
You should see green progress bar and ticking clock showing current simulation time in the bottom right
corner of the main OpenQuant window

as well as some debug information and strategy output in the Output Window.

One of these performance numbers shows strategy simulation speed in terms of events (ticks, quotes,
bars, execution reports, etc.) processed per second. This particular SMACrossover strategy backtest has
just processed 2.4 millions of trades and quotes in 1.2 seconds, achieving more than 2 millions events
per second rate on a moderate Intel I7 CPU.

Introducing a new strategy logging engine
OpenQuant 2014 features a new strategy logging engine. OpenQuant 2014 strategies do not access GUI
charts, tables or any other GUI elements directly or via .NET events. Instead, strategies communicate
with GUI using a logging engine, which completely decouples strategy logic from GUI and introduces a
concept of log groups and log viewers. This new logging architecture allows us to do many nice things,
such as:




log and monitor everything you want, not just a predefined set of objects
decouple strategy framework from GUI
run strategies as GUI-less console applications





select, add and remove viewers in GUI applications, including custom viewers developed by
users
efficiently queue log events so that strategy output doesn’t affect simulation speed or live
trading latency
send log events over the network to monitor strategy output in remote viewers (such as MS
Visual Studio extension or QuantController application)

Using the logging engine
First, we should define a log group. One log group corresponds to one type of strategy output that you
want to log and monitor. It can be bars, indicator values, transactions, portfolio equity values, strategy
performance numbers, etc.
In MyStrategy class of SMACrossover demo example:

In OnStartegyStart():

Add group properties

Here we tell to a viewer of this group (to OpenQuant 2014 Chart window in our case) that we want to
plot bars on the first chart pad (with index = 0) and we want to use instrument symbol as a selector key.
Remember that SMACrossover is an InstrumentStrategy, so that we will have one instance of this
strategy per instrument and indeed we don’t want to mix bar series of different instruments on the
same chart.

Register group in the Group Manager

Then in the strategy code in OnBar() method

Viewing strategy chart
Navigate to View -> Chart in the main OpenQuant menu to open a strategy Chart.

Zooming chart with mouse wheel
Move mouse pointer inside a pad on the chart. Roll mouse wheel forward to zoom-in and backward to
zoom-out.
Zooming chart with mouse
In order to zoom an area on the pad press left mouse button inside a pad on the chart. Move mouse and
select area to zoom (green rectangle). Release mouse button.
In order to zoom axis range move mouse onto selected axis until mouse pointer changes its shape to
pointing hand. Press left mouse button and move mouse alone selected axis. Release mouse button.
Unzooming chart with mouse
In order to unzoom a pad to its original axis range, double click inside a pad on the chart. So if you are
lost and cannot understand where you are on the chart, or your chart becomes empty and you cannot
get it back scrolling mouse wheel, you can always double click on the chart to get back to origins.
Scrolling chart with mouse
Press right mouse button inside a pad on the chart. Move mouse around. Release mouse button.
You can use chart key selector in the chart window to switch between charts with different keys.

In our example instrument symbol is used as the chart selector key (see previous chapter), so that you
can use the key selector dropdown list to switch between instruments.

Using Strategy Monitor
Strategy Monitor allows to view information logged by the strategy code in table format. Strategy
Monitor is one of the viewers on strategy output that has log group format. Each group that is shown on
the Strategy Monitor should have 3 required fields: LogName, StrategyName and Symbol
In MyStrategy class of SMACrossover demo example:

Add group properties

Register group in GroupManager

Then in strategy code in OnBar() method

Navigate to View -> Strategy Monitor in the main OpenQuant menu to open the Strategy Monitor.

Viewing strategy orders
Navigate to View->Order Manager in the main OpenQuant menu. The order manager shows the list of
strategy orders

If you click on a particular order, a list of its execution messages will be shown in the Reports tab. Note
that the Report tab now shows the entire sequence of execution messages, i.e. execution commands
and execution reports. For example we see that the order from the screenshot above was sent at 11:26
to execution simulator (execution command Send) and immediately a confirmation was received
(execution report ExecNew). Then a cancel request was sent at 12:08 (execution command Cancel ) and
the order was successfully cancelled (execution report ExecCancelled). This feature helps to trace and
understand order execution history and debug your strategy logic more easily and accurately.
We will discuss this new feature and its implications in more details in the API section of this and other
documents

Viewing strategy portfolios
Navigate to View->Portfolios to open Portfolios window if it’s not shown yet in the OpenQuant IDE.

When you becktest run is completed, the Portfolios window shows portfolios associated with your
strategy (or strategies) you have backtested.
In case of SMA Crossover demo strategy the Portfolios window shows aggregated (or parent) strategy
portfolio called Backtest. You can expand portfolio tree by clicking on the plus sign close to the parent
portfolio. In our case Backtest portfolio tree expands into two child portfolios, Backtest (AAPL) and
Backtest (CSCO)

This is yet another major new feature of OpenQuant 2014: OpenQuant 2014 supports strategy and
portfolio hierarchies (or trees), where any strategy can have child strategies and any portfolio can have a
parent portfolio.
In our example of SMACrossover demo our strategy class derives from the InstrumentStrategy class. This
means that we actually create and run one instance of the strategy per instrument behind the scene.
When you create SMACrossover strategy in your scenario code

a parent strategy named Backtest is created. When you add instruments to this strategy, two child
strategies, Backtest (AAPL) and Backtest (CSCO) are created and added to their parent strategy.

Every strategy has a portfolio associated with this strategy, so that we have three portfolios – one
portfolio per instrument and one parent portfolio. This portfolio tree is shown in the Portfolios window.
You can double click on any of these portfolios to see its positions and transactions.
Not surprisingly, Backtest (AAPL) portfolio shows transactions for AAPL instrument

Backtest (CSCO) portfolio shows transactions for CSCO instrument

And Backtest portfolio shows aggregated transactions for both instruments:

Another important note to portfolio management in OpenQuant 2014 is that now portfolios work with
(partial) fills, so that one row in the portfolio composition window corresponds to one order fill
(complete or partial).

Viewing strategy performance and statistics
Since we can have many strategies and portfolios in one solution in OpenQuant 2014, it becomes
natural that we can calculate and view performance for each portfolio, so that every portfolio window
has Performance and Statistics tabs.
Backtest SMA Crossover strategy, navigate to Portfolio Window and double click on SMA Crossover
portfolio icon.

Note that if a parent portfolio (SMA Crossover strategy portfolio in our case) contains child portfolios (a
portfolio per instrument in our demo case), you can click ‘+’ close to parent portfolio icon to expand
portfolio tree. Then you can double click on a corresponding child portfolio icon to see its performance
and statistics.

Portfolio perfrormance

Portfolio statistics and graph

Portfolio statistics and histogram

Children portfolio correlation matrix

Children portfolio summary

Note that in OpenQuant 2014 you should call Portfolio.Performance.Update() method in your strategy
when you want to update portfolio statistics numbers and add a record to performance time series.
Statistics and performance calculations can take significant CPU time (especially for large portfolios) and
it may become pretty costly to automatically re-calculate portfolio value on every incoming tick as it’s
done in the old OpenQuant. Moreover computer memory gets overfilled quite easily if you keep all
these data points in equity, PnL and drawdawn time series in memory.
In OpenQuant 2014 you have full control over performance calculation schedule. For example we call
Portfolio.Performance.Update() in OnBar() event handler in SMACrossover demo example. If you want
to do it more frequently or more rarely, or you want to do it with fixed time intervals between Update()
calls, you can use Reminders to call performance update in OnReminder() event handler.

Note that parent portfolio performance statistics is automatically updated if you call Update() for one of
its child portfolios.

Working with portfolio statistics
In OpenQuant 2014 you can access and use portfolio statistics in your strategies. You can also develop
and plug-in your own portfolio statistics.
PortfolioStatisticsItem is the base class that represents a single portfolio statistics, such as Sharpe Ratio,
VAR, MAE, MFE, etc.
Every portfolio statistics item has its unique type (an integer number) defined in PortfolioStatisticsType
class.
public class PortfolioStatisticsType
{
public const int NetProfit = 1;
public const int GrossProfit = 2;
public const int GrossLoss = 3;
public const int Drawdown = 4;
public const int DrawdownPercent = 5;
public const int AvgDrawdown = 6;
public const int AvgDrawdownPercent = 7;
public const int MaxDrawdown = 8;
public const int MaxDrawdownPercent = 9;
public const int ProfitFactor = 10;
public const int RecoveryFactor = 11;
public const int NumOfTrades = 21;
public const int NumOfWinTrades = 22;
public const int NumOfLossTrades = 23;
public const int ProfitablePercent = 24;
public const int TradesPnL = 25;
public const int WinTradesPnL = 26;
public const int LossTradesPnL = 27;
public const int AvgTrade = 28;
public const int AvgWinTrade = 29;
public const int AvgLossTrade = 30;
public const int PayoffRatio = 31;
public const int MaxAdverseExcursion = 32;
public const int MaxFavorableExcursion = 33;
public const int EndOfTradeDrawdown = 34;
public const int AvgMaxAdverseExcursion = 35;
public const int AvgMaxFavorableExcursion = 36;
public const int AvgEndOfTradeDrawdown = 37;
public const int ConsecutiveWinTrades = 38;
public const int ConsecutiveLossTrades = 39;
public const int MaxConsecutiveWinTrades = 40;
public const int MaxConsecutiveLossTrades = 41;
public const int TradesDuration = 42;
public const int AvgTradesDuration = 43;
public const int AnnualReturn = 63;
public const int DailyReturnPercent = 64;
public const int AnnualReturnPercent = 65;
public const int AvgDailyReturnPercent = 66;
public const int AvgAnnualReturnPercent = 67;
public const int DailyReturnPercentStdDev = 68;
public const int AnnualReturnPercentStdDev = 69;
public const int DailyDownsideRisk = 70;
public const int AnnualDownsideRisk = 71;
public const int SharpeRatio = 72;

public
public
public
public

const
const
const
const

int
int
int
int

SortinoRatio = 73;
CompoundAnnualGrowthRate = 74;
MARRatio = 75;
ValueAtRisk = 76;

}

A Portfolio has a reference to an object of Statistics class, which provides a collection of available
portfolio statistic items.
You can access a portfolio statistics item in your strategy using Statistics.Get(int type) method, for
example
Portfolio.Statistics.Get(PortfolioStatisticsType.AvgWinTrade);
Once you have a reference to portfolio statistics item object, you can use its properties to access last
long, short or total value (for example average duration of long trades, short trades and all trades), as
well as time series of these values.

Adding custom portfolio statistics
You can find a demo sample with full source code among OpenQuant samples in the OpenQuant
installation folder.

Controlling the event flow
You can control the event flow in OpenQuant 2014. You can start, stop, pause and resume the flow of
simulated or real time events (manually or at a certain breakpoint) or step to the next event of a certain
type.
You can control the event flow from OpenQuant 2014 IDE using Start, Pause, Stop and Step buttons.

You can pause the event flow during strategy run at a preset time (set a breakpoint) by checking
datetime picker and setting date and time.

When the event flow is paused, you can click the Step button to resume the event flow until the next
event with specific type that can be selected from the event type list. OnEvent stands for events of any
type.

You can control the event flow from program code calling EventManager.Start(), Stop(), Pause(),
Resume() and Step() methods.
Note that EventManager.Pause(DateTime) call doesn’t pause the event flow immediately but sets a
breakpoint at specified DateTime. This way you can set one or more time breakpoints in your code. For
example this scenario below sets two breakpoints at 18/12/2013 and 19/12/2013

If you run this scenario in the simulation mode in the OpenQuant IDE, the event flow will be paused at
18/12/2003 and you can resume it by pressing start button in the main OpenQuant menu. Then it will be
paused again at 19/12/2003. If you run this scenario as console application in Visual Studio, the event
flow will be paused and there will be no way to resume it, unless you are running another thread where
you can call EventManager.Resume(). Such thread can be your application GUI thread (similar to GUI
thread in the OpenQuant IDE), or for example Windows Timer thread, i.e. you can set a windows timer
in your scenario or strategy code and call EventManager.Resume() in OnTimer callback.
You can call EventManager.Step(EventType) method after pausing the event flow with Pause() call.
When you call the Step method, the flow of events will be resumed until the next event with specified
EventType.
Note that events will be queued in the event bus when you pause live trading, so that potentially you
may have a bunch of delayed market data events coming into your strategy right after you resume live
trading after a pause.
The event bus is cleared when you stop the event flow.

Multicore optimization
Thanks again to the event bus concept, the new SmartQuant Multicore Optimizer cleverly distributes
event flow from one framework to several other frameworks running in parallel.

SMACrossover demo solution includes Optimization scenario project.

Open SMACrossover solution and set Optimization as a StartUp project in the solution explorer.

The MulticoreOptimizer.Optimize() method takes a strategy object, a list of instruments, an universe of
parameter values to be optimized (a list of all possible or desired sets of strategy parameters, such as
SMA lengths in our demo example), and a number of frameworks running in parallel in one optimization
run.
The MulticoreOptimizer returns OptimizationParameterSet with the best objective function value. It also
sets OptimizationParameterSet.Objective for every set of parameters in the universe, so that you can
use it to analyze and visualize objective function distribution.
The MulticoreOptimizer uses objective function values returned by Strategy.Objective() method in the
end of simualtion. By default the Strategy.Objective() method returns Strategy.Portfolio.Value but you
can override this method in your strategy to optimize strategy parameters using other performance
metrics, such as Sharpe or Sortino ratio.
A few words about the last parameter of the MulticoreOptimizer.Optimize() call. This parameter
indicates the number of strategies, which will be running in parallel during one simulation run. What
does it mean in practice? Assume that we have a parameter universe with 1000 combinations of
different parameters. Consequently we have to run a strategy 1000 times to get optimization function
values for all parameter combinations. We can run 1000 copies of this strategy in parallel and then we
need only one simulation run to optimize the entire universe. Although MulticoreOptimizer is clever
enough to schedule a large number of strategies to run in parallel, it’s probably an overkill to run such
large number of threads on a CPU with 4 or 6 physical cores (which means 8 or 12 logical cores). Thus
we can select to run let’s say just 25 strategies in one simulation run and this would mean that we
should have 1000 / 25 = 40 simulation runs to optimize the entire parameter universe.

Optimization manager
OpenQuant 2014 offers several different optimization algorithms including multicore brute force and
stochastic optimization algorithms such as multicore genetics and adaptive simulated annealing.
The Optimization Manager (Framework.OptimizationManager) maintains a list of Optimizers
(OptimizationManager.Optimizers) and provides a reference to the default framework optimizer
(OptimizationManager.Optimizer).
You can use Optimizers window in OpenQuant 2014 IDE to see the list of available optimizers, set
default framework optimizer and set parameters of optimization algorithms. Navigate to View ->
Optimizers in OpenQuant 2014 main menu to open Optimizers window.

Right click on the optimizer name and select Set as default from context menu to set selected optimizer
as default in the framework.

You can select an optimizer and change its properties in the Properties window

Properties of registered optimizers are stored in the optimizationmanager.xml file in the
AppData\Roaming\SmartQuant Ltd\OpenQuant 2014\config folder.
Indeed you can also change optimizer properties programmatically, for example
Genetic MulticoreOptimizer optimizer =
(GeneticMulticoreOptimizer)OptimizationManager.GetOptimizer(OptimizerId.GeneticMulticore));
optimizer.GenerationCount = 50;
The Optimization Manager provides
public OptimizationParameterSet Optimize(Strategy strategy, OptimizationUniverse universe
= null)
and
public OptimizationParameterSet Optimize(Scenario scenario, OptimizationUniverse universe
= null)

methods, which you can use to optimize a strategy or a scenario.
Note that Scenario class provides built-in Optimize method, so that you can simply write
Optimize(strategy) in your scenarios.
The second optional parameter in the Optimize method tells to the optimizer to use
OptimizationUniverse instead of parameters marked with OptimizationParameter attribute in your
strategy. Remember that you can use OptimizationParameter attribute to indicate which parameters of
your strategy you want to optimize and what bounds and step you want to use during optimization. For
example you can write

[OptimizationParameter(5, 25)]
public int Length1 = 14;
[OptimizationParameter(26, 60)]
public int Length2 = 50;
[OptimizationParameter(0.05, 0.10, 0.05)]
public double StopLevel = 0.05;
in your strategy and this will tell to optimizers that StopLevel parameter of your strategy should be
varied between 0.05 (lower bound) and 0.1(upper bound) with step 0.05 (step will be used if
optimization algorithm needs it, for example in case of Multicore brute force optimizer).
Alternatively you can use OptimizationUniverse where you explicitly create a complete set of
optimization parameters and their values and pass it to Optimize method. Take a look at the multicore
optimizer chapter where we create and use OptimizationUniverse.

Optimization Results
Navigate to View->Optimization Results in the OpenQuant 2014 main menu to open Optimization
Results window. This window is updated dynamically during optimization process.
Optimization progress and current top 100 results

Objective function development graph

1d parameter distribution graph

2d parameter distribution color map

2d parameter distribution 3d plot

Optimizing scenarios
Note that Optimizer as well as OptimizationManager provides
public OptimizationParameterSet Optimize(Scenario scenario, OptimizationUniverse universe
= null)

method. This suggests that you can optimize not only strategies but also scenarios. Why would you
want to do it? Assume you would like to optimize a strategy parameter on a Monte-Carlo ensemble of
simulated data trajectories. Then you could create a scenario where you run strategy backtests in a loop
changing input data or instruments representing different trajectories in the ensemble, and then
calculate an average of backtest results in the end of this scenario. If you declare an optimization
parameter in the scenario and pass it to the strategy, you can optimize the scenario to find the best
value of the strategy parameter on ensemble of data trajectories.
In order to optimize a scenario you should override its Objective() method and then run
Framework.Current.OptimizationManager.Optimize(scenario) in you program.cs file.

Commission and slippage
You can set commission and slippage in the simulation mode using CommissionProvider and
SlippageProvider properties of the ExecutionSimulator.

You can also develop your own Commission and Slippage providers implementing ICommissionProvider
and ISlippageProvider interfaces in your classes, or simply derive from default CommissionProvider and
SlippageProvider classes and overriding their GetCommission and GetPrice methods.

Default CommissionProvider

Default SlippageProvider

Using external series in the data simulator
The DataSimulator can use external data series to simulate the flow of market data events stored in
these series. You can add external data series to the DataSimulator using DataSimulator.Series.Add()
method.
This feature can be used to significantly speed up strategy simulations. The idea is to run strategy
simulations normally for the first time and record data event flow into a series in a data file. Next time
you can run strategy simulations using this data series instead of usual strategy market data

subscriptions. When you run strategy simulations in a normal way, data simulator adds a number of
event queues into the data pipe of the event bus. Actually it adds one event queue per market data
request per instrument, so that if you have bid, ask and trade series per instrument and add hundred
instruments into a strategy, the data pipe is going to consists of three hundred event queues (one event
queue per simulated data series). Consequently, events from these queues should be correlated before
they can be used to trigger strategy event handlers. This event correlation process can take a lot of CPU
resources (in the most simple and naive approach we should look up all three hundred queues and find
an event with the most recent datetime every time we need to pick up the next strategy event). When
we use DataSeriesEventLogger to record data event flow coming into our strategy, we record a flow of
already correlated events, so that we don’t need to spend time to correlate events if we run the data
simulator next time with such pre-recorded data series.
The process of making bars from ticks in the BarFactory for a number of time frames and instruments
can take significant CPU time as well. Again, you can use technique discussed above to simulate prerecorded series of bars.
Let’s see how we can do it in a backtest scenario.
First, we create a data file

Note that we use FileMode.Create option in order to override existing file. The file named “tape.quant”
will be created in the AppData/SmartQuant/OpenQuant 2014/data directory (your default data
directory, where you can find data.quant and instrument.quant files as well).
Then we create data series named “tape” and add it to “tape.quant” file.

The data series holds a sequence of instrument prices, which looks somewhat similar to consolidated
exchange tape, that’s why we name this series “tape”. You can give it any name you like of course.
We create a new DataSeriesEventLogger that will write events to this series. We say that we want to
write bids, asks, trades and bars, and we assign this logger to the EventManager.

After all these preparations we are ready to start our strategy and log data event flow to the “tape”
series in the “tape.quant” file

When strategy simulation run is done, we close data file and reset event logger.

Next time if we want to run simulations with this data series, all we need to do is to call

in the backtest scenario.
Note that if you run this scenario several times, you add several identical series to the
DataSimulator.Series, so it’s always a good idea to call

in the beginning of backtest scenario to avoid such situation.
Note that the if you have enabled Bars in the event logger, the event logger will also write BarOpen
bars, which are either created by the BarFactory when a first tick opens a new bar, or created by the
DataSimulator.DataProcessor from simulated bars. The DataProcessor can also produce four trades per
simulated bar (high, low, open and close trades), which will also be written to the tape series. You can
read about DataProcessor in the corresponding chapter in this doc. This means that if you have already
stored open bars or high/low/open/close trades in the tape series, you should disable corresponding
properties in the DataProcessor before you start backtesting a strategy with tape data series.
DataSimulator.DataProcessor.EmitBarOpen = false;
DataSimulator.DataProcessor.EmitBarHighTrade = false;
DataSimulator.DataProcessor.EmitBarLowTrade = false;
DataSimulator.DataProcessor.EmitBarOpenTrade = false;
DataSimulator.DataProcessor.EmitBarCloseTrade = false;

Finally we can combine all pieces together in a complete scenario code that can be used with
SMACrossover example. You can set log variable to true to write tape series and then change it back to
false to run simulations with recorded event series.

Using data series cache to speed up simulations
Data series objects can be cached in memory when you read data series from disk for the first time. This
means that next time you access the same data series object, it will be almost immediately returned
from memory. Data series objects will not be loaded from disk, decompressed and deserialized. This can
significantly speed up repeating simulations. Indeed you should have enough free memory installed in
your computer to keep all simulation data in memory cache.

In order to cache objects in a data series, you should set DataSeries.CacheObjects property to true. For
example in our previous example we can enable cache for the data series that we assign to the
DataSimulator

Let’s compare simulation speed without and with object cache.
Without object cache:

With object cache:

Processing Data in the Data Simulator and using the DataProcessor to
generate and emit BarOpen bar and High, Low, Open and Close trades per bar.
Before data objects get emitted from the DataSimulator into the EventBus they pass the DataProcessor.
DataSimulator uses DataProcessor to filter, modify or emit new data objects.
The built-in DataProcessor allows doing several interesting and helpful things, namely if you have Bars in
the simulated data series, the DataProcessor can generate and emit BarOpen event and also generate
and emit four trades per bars, simulating High, Low, Open and Close trades.
Use default DataProcessor properties to disable or enable this feature
EmitBar
EmitBarOpen
EmitBarOpenTrade
EmitBarHighTrade
EmitBarLowTrade
EmitBarCloseTrade

(true)
(true)
(false)
(false)
(false;
(false)

By default the DataProcessor passes Bars through and generates additional BarOpen bar but doesn’t
generate trades from incoming bar.

You can access DataProcessor using Framework.DataSimulator.Processor reference to change its
properties or to assign your custom data processor to the DataSimulator.
The data processor has OnData method that you can override in your custom data processor to
implement your own data processing and generation logic. Below you can find actual code of default
DataProcessor, which you can use as a reference
The idea of this method is simple - return reference to a data object that you want to pass through, or
use Emit(DataObject obj) method of the DataProcessor to emit new data objects. Return null if you
want to filter incoming data object out.
protected virtual DataObject OnData(DataObject obj)
{
if (obj == null)
{
Console.WriteLine("DataProcessor::OnData error. Data object is null.");
return null;
}
if (obj.TypeId == DataObjectType.Bar)
{
Bar bar = (Bar)obj;
if (emitBarOpen)
{
Emit(new Bar(bar.OpenDateTime, bar.OpenDateTime, bar.instrumentId,
bar.type, bar.size, bar.open, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0));
}
if (emitBarOpenTrade)
Emit(new Trade(bar.openDateTime, 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.open,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));
if (emitBarHighTrade && emitBarLowTrade)
{
if (bar.close > bar.open)
{
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) / 3), 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.low,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) * 2 / 3), 0, bar.instrumentId,
bar.high, (int)(bar.volume / 4)));
}
else
{
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) / 3), 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.high,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) * 2 / 3), 0, bar.instrumentId,
bar.low, (int)(bar.volume / 4)));
}
}
else
{
if (emitBarHighTrade)
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) / 2), 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.high,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));

if (emitBarLowTrade)
Emit(new Trade(new DateTime(bar.openDateTime.Ticks +
(bar.CloseDateTime.Ticks - bar.openDateTime.Ticks) / 2), 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.low,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));
}
if (emitBarCloseTrade)
Emit(new Trade(bar.CloseDateTime, 0, bar.instrumentId, bar.close,
(int)(bar.volume / 4)));
if (!emitBar)
return null;
}
return obj;
}

Filtering Events in the EventManager
All events that the EventManager reads from the EventBus pass EventFilter before they get dispatched
into the framework. The EventFilter class has the Filter method that you can override in your custom
EventFilter class.
public virtual Event Filter(Event e)
{
return e;
}

You can use this method to filter incoming event out (return null), change event properties or even
return new event.
Once you develop your custom event filter class, let say MyEventFilter, you can assign it to the
EventManager using
Framework.EventManager.Filter = new MyEventFilter();

Sell side strategies
SmartQuant Sell Side Strategy can be used for







Synthetic instruments (pairs, spreads, baskets, multi legs, etc.)
Automatic rollovers
Execution algorithms
Smart order routing
Risk management
Market data filtering and aggregation

We have three examples of sell side strategies included in OpenQuant 2014 demo




Spread
VWAP
Roll



Spread



VWAP



Roll

SmartQuant Sell Side Strategy class is Provider and Strategy at the same time.
Normally, a buy side strategy has market data and execution provider(s) associated with this strategy.
The strategy receives market data from the market data provider and sends orders/receives execution
reports to/from the execution provider.

Market Data
Provider (IQFeed)
Buy Side Strategy
Execution
Provider (IB)

Market Data
Provider (IQFeed)
Sell Side Strategy

Buy Side Strategy

Execution
Provider (IB)

As always, the best way to understand a new concept is to follow an example. Let’s develop a pretty
simple spread trading strategy that trades a synthetic instrument representing a spread between two
instruments (equities in our examples).
First, we would need to set up three instruments for our strategy. Let’s call our spread instrument
SPREAD and use MSFT and AAPL stocks for spread legs.

If you don’t have MSFT and AAPL instruments in the framework or you want to be sure that they are
created and added to the framework, you can add the following code

This code checks that AAPL and MSFT instruments exist in the framework and, if not, creates and adds
these instruments to the Instrument Manager. The Instrument Manager saves instruments using its
current Instrument Server.
Next, we should define the SPREAD instrument. We assume that the SPREAD instrument is not present
in the framework, so that we create it similarly to leg instruments.

Note that we have added two leg objects to the list of SPREAD legs.
1. Market Data

Sell Side Strategy

Since the SellSideStrategy class inherits from IMarketDataProvider interface, it has OnSubscribe method.
We override this method in our spread sell side strategy, so that we add two legs of a spread instrument
to the list of instruments of our sell side strategy.

Subscribe MSFT, AAPL

IQFeed

Subscribe SPREAD

Sell Side Strategy

Buy Side Strategy

Since SellSideStrategy class inherits from Strategy class, it has OnTrade, OnAsk, OnBid, and other
standard market data event handlers. Since we have added two spread legs to the list of sell side
strategy instruments in the OnSubscribe method above, OnTrade and other corresponding event
handlers get triggered when market data for AAPL and MSFT arrive from market data provider
associated to the sell side strategy (IQFeed in our example).
We override OnTrade so that it emits spread price (the difference between spread leg prices) to the buy
side strategy.

IQFeed

OnTrade MSFT, AAPL

OnTrade SPREAD

Sell Side Strategy

Buy Side Strategy

We do about the same for bid and ask prices in OnBid and OnAsk event handlers

Buy Side Strategy

There is nothing special about buy side strategy design. It’s a normal strategy, and the only interesting
thing about it is that it sees our synthetic SPREAD instrument as a normal tradable instrument and our
sell side strategy as a market data provider.

2. Execution
Sell Side Strategy

MSFT, AAPL orders

IB

SPREAD order

Sell Side Strategy

Buy Side Strategy

MSFT, AAPL execution reports

IB

SPREAD execution report

Sell Side Strategy

Buy Side Strategy

High Resolution Clock
OpenQuant 2014 framework always uses/writes .NET DateTime 64 bit data. You can use
Console.WriteLine(DateTime.Now.ToString("HH:mm:ss.ffffff")); in order to print microseconds. Another
story is that MS Windows system timer doesn't provide microsecond precision, so that you cannot
distinguish between two events separated by a few microseconds. You can take a look at this article
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/ericlippert/2010/04/08/precision-and-accuracy-of-datetime/. Since

SmartQuant framework marks real time events with Clock.DateTime, which in turn simply returns
DateTime.Now in the normal precision mode, these timestamps are as precise as Windows timer. On
the other hand if you acquire historical/exchange timestamps with nanosecond precisions, they will be
written with this precision. In the latter case precision is not Windows timer precision but precision of
datetime 64 bit data field.
OpenQuant 2014 offers high resolution mode for Framework.Clock.DateTime based on Stopwatch and
this gives you one tick (hundred nanoseconds) resolution between events, but it has it cons as well since
high resolution clock goes out of synch with system time after a while as it's actually calculated as
return new DateTime(hires_offset + (long)((double)hires_watch.ElapsedTicks /
(double)Stopwatch.Frequency * 10000000));
where
hires_offset = DateTime.Now.Ticks;
hires_watch = Stopwatch.StartNew();
You can play with it if you set Framework.Clock.Resolution = ClockResolution.High; somewhere in your
scenario before you start capturing / getting realtime data.

Exchange Clock
OpenQuant 2014 introduces Tick.ExchangeDateTime property. Market data providers, for example
IQFeed, can use this property to store exchange timestamps of tick data. Usually exchange time is
different from your local computer time due to synchronization and network latency issues and it’s not
possible to use both times within one framework to synchronize event flow or define time intervals. On
the other hand it’ s quite important to have the ability to use exchange time in your local operations, for
example to form bars from ticks using exchange time so that resulting bars look as if they were prepared
on the exchange side.
In order to let OpenQuant users to easily work with exchange time, OpenQuant 2014 Framework
introduces two independent clocks. One is the local clock, Framework.Clock, and the other one is the
exchange clock, Framework.ExchangeClock. The exchange clock is set to Tick.ExchangeDateTime of the
last tick in the market data stream.
You can also set Reminders using ExchangeClock in exactly the same way as you used to do it using
normal local Clock (Clock.AddReminder). In order to distinguish between local and exchange time
reminders, OpenQuant 2014 Strategy provides AddExchangeReminder() method coupled with
OnExchangeReminder() event handler.
OpenQuant 2014 also introduces ClockType optional parameter in the TimeBarFactoryItem, so that you
can build time bars using exchange time.
BarFactory.Add(“MSFT”, BarType.Time, 300, BarInput.Trade, ClockType.Exchange);

Using TimeSeries with data stored in memory and on disk

TimeSeries use IDataSeries objects internally to store time series data entries (TimeSeriesItem). There
are two implementations of IDataSeries interface in the SmartQuant framework: MemorySeries and
DataSeries.
Usually TimeSeries use MemorySeries to store data points in memory. TimeSeries default constructor
creates MemorySeries behind the scene, but you can also pass DataSeries to TimeSeries constructor to
work with data stored in OpenQuant database.
DataSeries dataSeries = DataManager.AddDataSeries("MyDataSeries");
TimeSeries series = new TimeSeries(dataSeries);
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 17), 1);
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 18), 2);
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 19), 3);

and then
DataSeries dataSeries = DataManager.GetDataSeries("MyDataSeries");
TimeSeries series = new TimeSeries(dataSeries);
for (int i = 0; i < series.Count; i++)
Console.WriteLine(series.GetDateTime(i) + " " + series[i]);

This way you can use time series with data stored on disk as if they were stored in memory.

Using this feature




You can use common TimeSeries interface to work with data in the database
Your time series become persistent (any change in time series is automatically reflected in the
database)
You can process very large amounts of data, working with time series that normally cannot fit
into computer memory

The DataManager provides two helper methods DataManager.AddTimeSeries() and GetTimeSeries()
that you can use to simplify the code above
TimeSeries series = DataManager.AddTimeSeries("MyDataSeries");
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 17), 1);
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 18), 2);
series.Add(new DateTime(2014, 11, 19), 3);

and then
TimeSeries series = DataManager.GetTimeSeries("MyDataSeries");
for (int i = 0; i < series.Count; i++)
Console.WriteLine(series.GetDateTime(i) + " " + series[i]);

Running strategies in Microsoft Visual Studio
As discussed in one of previous chapters, OpenQuant 2014 solution is a normal Microsoft Visual Studio
solution.
In case of SMACrossover solution, the solution file is SMACrossover.sln and it can be found in your
Documents\OpenQuant 2014\Solutions\SMACrossover folder

All you need to do in order to run OpenQuant 2014 strategy in Visual Studio is to open strategy solution

and press F5 or Ctrl-F5

Indeed you can use all functionalities of Visual Studio to debug, profile and run your strategy or trading
application that use SmartQuant.dll.
Note that you can easily change Console Application to Windows Forms or WPF Application and develop
your own GUI (Graphical User Interface) on top of OpenQuant strategy.
SmartQuant.dll is installed in the GAC.

Session Bars
OpenQuant2014 introduces a new bar type that replaces and improves daily bar concept. The Session
Bar can be added to the BarFactory with
BarFactory.Add(Instrument, session1, session2);
method call, for example
BarFactory.Add(“MSFT”, new TimeSpan(10, 30, 0), new TimeSpan(16, 0, 0));
Session bars are collected daily from session open (session1) to session close (session2) and emitted
accordingly, i.e. OnBarOpen is triggered at session open (actually when the first tick arrives) and OnBar
at session close.

Strategy persistency and portfolio recovery
You can run the StrategyManager in the persistent mode to save strategy portfolio tree and execution
messages during strategy run and then restore portfolio transactions and positions next time you restart the strategy.
All you need to do to achieve this is to set StrategyManager.Persistence into one of StartegyPersistence
options in the scenario.





None – do nothing
Load – load execution messages and restore portfolios and orders before strategy run
Save – save portfolio tree and execution messages during strategy run
Full – load and save

For example StrategyManager.Persistence = StartegyPersistence.Full;
Strategy portfolio is saved in the portfolios.quant file using current PortfolioServer (FilePortfolioServer
by default) and orders are saved in the orders.quant file using current OrderServer (FileOrderServer by
default).
If you don’t want to lose your strategy order and portfolio information in case of strategy, application or
computer crash, it’s highly recommended to use (remote) FileServer for data storage.

